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03/03 – A suitcase full of fun 

stuff  

While visiting Belgium, Stefanie received a lot of presents 

for the kids of Oye Lena. The presents  and the other 

materials collected were put in a big suitcase, ready to 

accompany Stefanie back to Peru and the kids.  But 

because she was already travelling with Sofía and a baby 

boy in her belly, the kids had to wait a little bit longer..The 

suitcase was given to a friend of hers who planned a visit  in 

march. So, a few weeks later, Kara Galla arrived not only 

with the suitcase full of presents, but  her own suitcase  was 

also filled with balloons, color pencils, plasticine,.. The kids 

were delighted when unpacking all these  bmarvelous 

presents! 

 

 

Some of our kids also received a personal present from their godparents: 

Sandra Gorissen bought several presents for Jhendy,  Ine 

Gorissen gave a doll, a tooth brush and a house of Lego for 

Janeth,  Jana Goerlandt had a present for Brayan,  Hilde 

Brewaeys knitted a sweater for Fernando, Lentel De 

Hertog gave a present to Maria and all the Oye Lena kids 

received a puzzle from Milena Vleminckx-Huybens .  



  



09/03 - Piano Lucho  

In March we bought an electric piano for the project. 

Anne-Lisa Margery sponsored it. 

All the kids will be able to use the piano, but it was 

particularly purchased for Lucho, who is blind and for 

Fernando, who has bad eyesight. 

One of the volunteers, Deborah Niever, plays the 

piano and already practiced a whole month with the 

two boys. They both love their piano classes and are 

really enjoying playing the instrument and listening to 

the music. Making some adjustments, we hope to be 

able to teach them a song quickly.  

Videos of the music lessons will definitely follow and 

tips or ideas of people with experience in music 

classes to blind or visually handicapped children are 

most welcome! 

Anne-Lisa thank you very much for sponsoring! 

 

 

 

  



9/03/2015 - Damariz to primary school as well!  

 Almost unbelievable, but it still happens in Peru…. 

Damariz’ mother didn’t apply for an identity card for her 

daughter. Finally, she wanted to take care of it, so she 

asked for the birth certificate of her daughter…It was 

only then  she found out that Damariz became 6 years in 

March instead of 5! Big panic, because this means 

Damariz needed to go to primary school! This is a 

problem because Damariz didn’t attend kindergarten the 

past years, even though we insisted several times. Finally 

she promised to send Damariz to kindergarten in 

2015…but now they don’t want to accept her anymore. So, much to our regret we had to say 

goodbye to Damariz, our goofy little girl! Her singing skills won’t be forgotten soon! 

She received the same presents as all our other graduates and the present of her godmother     

Katrien De Schutter: a beautiful dress and a nice bracelet. She obviously was very happy with the 

presents, but also very sad because she can’t come to Oye Lena anymore. 

As we already mentioned, you can barely believe it, but it is the reality. Papers that aren’t correct or 

missing, not knowing birthdays by heart, not celebrating birthdays, school absence, … these are 

everyday situations. Damariz’ mother has a drinking problem and 7 children to take care of. Because 

of this Damariz does not get the attention she deserves. We won’t let her go like this and will visit her 

once in a while to see how she is doing! To be continued!  



09/03/2015 – Double U sponsors new relaxation and 

exploration room!  

Wim Willegems, manager at Double-U in Ternat, was looking for a project to sponsor with his 

company and colleagues. Through his wife, Tine, ex-colleague of Stefanie, he got to know Oye Lena. 

After sending a few e-mails he decided to sponsor the new, bigger relaxation and exploration room. 

A new structure will be built behind the existing building. In the first phase we will be building a  

special room of 4 by 6 metersthanks to Double-U donating no less than 1.200 euros! 

There is room for a construction of 12 by 6 meter of two storey’s. In the future, the building can be 

extended with therapy rooms for our special kids. Friends of Oye Lena who are interested in 

sponsoring such rooms, can always contact us. 

BVBA Double-u 

Van Cauwelaertstraat 27 

1740 Ternat 

+32 498 903 699 

www.double-u.be 

www.groenepc.be 

 

Diofe and Susi become permanent employees of Oye 
LENA 

Our cook and our teacher Susi both have been working for over a year for Oye Lena, so we 

decided to offer them a permanent contract. This means they got an insurance since March 2015 

and are able to build up a pension. Until March they were paid per hour and without any 

privileges. They both receive the minimum wage of Peru and including the above mentioned 

privileges, it comes to 1006 soles or 320 Euros a month. 

  

http://www.double-u.be/
http://www.groenepc.be/


19/03/2015 – More water fun in Cconoc!  

Starting in the  school year 2015, excursions to the hot springs of Cconoc are fixed on a regular basis!  

Our 6 special kids go over there twice a month , the remaining two weekends are reserved for our 

toddlers. 

Thursday the 19th of March, Lucho, Fernando, Maria, Clariza and Jean Pierre, accompanied by the 8 

volunteers, a fun morning announced itself! Everybody enjoyed the lovely weather and the nice 

water! On the way back the children already wanted to ‘return tomorrow’! No panic, in May we’ll go 

back! 

 

 

  



25/03/2015 – New playground – part 2!  

The first devices of the new playground have been delivered: 

our kids are so happy to swing, to play on the seesaw and to 

climb on the climbing frame . The new slide and the second 

climbing frame will be delivered “tomorrow” (read: in a couple 

of weeks ☺)! Unfortunately, we couldn’t paint it with the 

requested colours, as we could only find 4 colours of metal 

paint in the village. So, we decided to use the colours of Oye 

Lena, with the asked stripes and dots. A nice result! 

 

 Hip Hip Hooray for Maria, Reyson, Clariza and David in 
March and April 

Four of our kids were having their birthday during the past 

months and that had to be celebrated! Volunteer Kim 

Welman decided to become the godmother of Maria and 

gave her a beautiful doll. Vanessa Burms, Clariza’s 

godmother, transferred extra money to our bank account 

enabling us to buy a Barbie (on Clariza’s request), making 

her very happy! Never before our teenager hugged so 

much! Reyson and David could pick a gift from the Oye Lena birthday box, stiffed with all kind of 

presents. Of course they all got a birthday crown and extra attention on their special day!  

  



03/04/2015 - Fasting hiking tour Primary school 
Vlierbeek 

Every year the primary school “Vlierbeek” (Kessel-Lo, Leuven) organizes a fasting action for 

charity. Dieter Peeters told us that they had decided to sponsor Oye Lena in 2015. On the 3th of 

April they did a Fasting Hiking Tour and collected no less than 7000 Euros (!!), such an amazing 

amount of money! Anticipating the start of the action they held a PowerPoint presentation  

introducing Oye Lena to the school children. Folowing the Easter holidays, ex-volunteers and 

members of the Oye Lena working group in Belgium (Kim Dierickx and Beppie Vatteroth), will 

also organize workshops at their school. How the workshops went and what will be done with 

this amazing amount of money, will be revealed in our next newsletter! 

To all the kids, parents, teachers and members of the management of the primary school 

Vlierbeek and and everyone else who made this possible, a loud well-meant GRACIAS!! 

 

SHORT MESSAGES: 

Vanessa Burms, Clariza’s godmother, sold Easter eggs to family, 

friends and colleagues and collected 200 Euros! Thank you very 

much! 

Jolien Vanpachtebeke and her friend Brian sold magnets for 120 

Euros and donated themselves an extra 30 Euros to Oye Lena. 

Oye Lena can rely on three permanent translators: Riet Renders helps 

with the translations of the website, Milena Vleminckx-Huybens with 

translations of other documents related to the on-site functioning 

and newly joined is Linde Scholiers, who will help to translate the 

articles for our newsletter! 

Britt De Hertog, godmother of Carol Eva, sent her a 

present! Carol Eva was very happy, she didn’t dare to put 

the present aside during the play time, cause she was 

afraid other kids would take it! 

Jean-Pierre and Mia  Verbeke stayed for 5 days at Casa 



Lenaand they didn’t came empty-handed! They brought a lot of stationery and craft tools! 

Viviane Vanderdonckt and Erik bought Peruvian finger dolls out of the Oye Lena suitcase in 

Belgium representing a value of 60 Euros destined for the birth sweets of their future grandchild. 

From now on Oye Lena is working together with www.volunteersouthamerica.net and is being 

offered as one of their projects on the website, thanks to Steve Mc Elhinney! 

 

  

http://www.volunteersouthamerica.net/


09/04/2015 - Laura Peeters sold 
waffles for Oye LENA! 

On the 9th of April Oye Lena welcomed the enthusiastic 

volunteer Laura Peeters, she will stay for over 3 months on 

the project in Curahuasi. Laura didn’t want to arrive empty-

handed in Curahuasi, so she decided to sell Belgian waffles in 

favor of our toddlers. It became a huge success; she raised 

almost 800 euros! Part of this money served to buy a lovely 

class doll, the kids will be enjoying it for a long time. The 

remaining amount will be used for the daily functioning of the 

project. Thank you, Laura! 

 

10/04/2015 - Clariza receives 

new wheelchair  

We couldn’t bear it any longer, Clariza’s wheelchair 

wasn’t functioning anymore and the seat was totally 

torn, which having as a consequence that she had to 

sit on the iron stretchers. We had it patched up several 

times but in the end it wasn’t possible anymore. We 

decided to appeal to the project of Gilder’s cousin, 

Mission Mc Neill. They were quickly convinced and 

started looking for a sponsor in America. They found 

one and Clariza got a new wheelchair! Actually it is a 

little bit too big for her, but in Cusco/Peru you can’t 

really take your pick. Volunteer Debbie bought 

cushions which we had adjusted, so that Clariza is 

sitting very comfortable in her new wheelchair! The 

only pitty is Clariza can't move the chair herself, 

although she would be physically able to do so. In 

Belgium we keep looking for a better, more adjusted wheelchair. 



16/04/2015 – Parent-teacher conference big success! 

On the 16th of April a parent-teacher conference was organised in the village. We split up to 

be able to reach the parents better. One group went to Pata Pata (the upper part of the 

village) and one group to Complejo (the lower part). A lot of our new children live in Pata 

Pata, so we were a bit afraid of the attendance there, BUT every mother and father showed 

up! Around Complejo we know most of the parents from over the past years and here as 

well most of the parents came to listen to our explanation! We had nice chats and got to 

know our children's mums (and one dad) better: what a success! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture Complejo - We didn’t take a camera to Pata Pata, so we’ll take a picture of our new mums at mother's day! 

 

20/04/2015 - Deborah goes shopping!  

Ultike and Thomas Niever, the parents of Deborah Niever, spurred 

their daughter to shop in Cusco for the project. Deborah, who had 

been working on the project for 6 weeks 

already, knew the needs of the project very 

well and bought: cushions for Clariza’s new 

wheelchair, a new guide cane for Lucho 

(they had lost the previous one), nappies 

and moisturizing cloths for Jean-Pierre and 

a lot of musical instruments! She still had 

200 soles left, which we will deposite in de Oye Lena-money box. With 

this money we adjusted the cushions and bought trousers and 

underpants for the kids, since they never return after small accidents! ;)



29/04/2015 - Swimming with the toddlers and old 

acquaintances: Lyndal, Klaus, Alberto en Alex! 

As we mentioned before, we pay a visit to the hot springs twice a month with our toddlers. 

This time, the graduated ones were also invited. We had promised them they could go for a 

swim with us once again. Lyndal, Klaus, Alberto and Alex turned up. Damaris’ knee was 

hurting, so much to her regret she couldn’t come. It was nice seeing our friends united, so it 

was extra fun! Lyndal said: “I 

am so happy to be at Oye 

Lena again!”. A lot of our kids 

never go swimming, having 

as a result  that they are very 

frightened in the beginning, 

but after a while (after 

hanging around the necks of 

the volunteers) it always gets 

better! It is also nice to see 

that the kids, who already went swimming with us before, have lost their fears and jump in 

the water more confident every next time!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Volunteers come and go 

We said goodbye to Laura Zwygart, Alizée Blanc and Marieke 

Schobre!  Laura and Alizée were the first Swiss girls to have joined 

the Oye LENA team, but seeing their good work, we hope to 

welcome many more! Two creative and enthusiastic ladies! This is 

also true for Marieke who won’t be forgotten either! Especially.. 

her warm laughter sounding 

through the whole house! 

Muchas gracias por todo chicas! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Goodbye Zorro and Debbie 

 Last week we said goodbye to Kim aka Zorro and Deborah, alias 

Debbie. Zorro, a physical therapist worked with Clariza and Jean-

Pierre, but also had lots of fun with the other children. Zorro 

didn’t want to see her knowhow about bothof the  children get 

lost, so she made an extensive 

report for future therapists and 

volunteers to work with. Thanks 

Zorro, we continue where you had 

to stop. Debbie, a special needs 

teacher ,also worked very hard with our special needs children and our 

toddlers. Her zen, her love and her smile won’t be forgotten lightly !  

 

 



 

Goodbye Kim 

 

The last day of April was also the last day for Kim at Oye Lena: for six 

months she has been everyone’s hero. Every day she started with the 

hand dolls Luis and Maria, every day she sang lustily (although it’s 

wasn’t her greatest talent ;) ), every day she played, entertained, 

gave lovely lessons and at the end of the day she made sure that the 

project was tidy after the rush of kids and volunteers. Also in the 

weekend and at the evening she kept going, up and down the stairs, 

like a whirlwind! Even on her last day she was on the go: she 

organized a party with all sorts of games AND ice cream!! Crying and 

laughing on a wonderful day to close a wonderful time! Kim, a lot of 

success in Belgium and come again soon!  

  



Only for those who live in Belgium: Did you know ...  

You can receive a tax certificate for your donations from € 40 and more?! This certificate can 

be added to your tax declaration and the amount of your donation will be deducted from 

your taxable income. 

To determine if you have the right to a tax certificate for a certain assessment year, all the 

donations you did during that year are being count up at the beginning of the next 

assessment year. If you reach a total sum of € 40 or more, you receive a tax certificate (at 

the beginning of the year following to the year you made the donation in). 

 

Do you want to know how much is being deducted? Take a look at the table below.  How 

much do you earn on an annual basis and what is your taxable income. 

Marginal tax rate per €40 - tax deduction per €40 

€ 0,01 - € 8.070  25%    € 10 

€ 8.070 - € 11.480  30%    € 12 

€ 11.480 - € 19.130  40%    € 16 

€ 19.130 - € 35.060  45%    € 18 

€ 35.060 or more  50%    € 20 

 

The certificate will only be given for donation to 

the account number:  

IBAN BE48 5230 8027 2427 / BIC TRIOBEBB  

Leraars zonder Grenzen vzw, Jan de Graefstraat 7, 2600 Berchem  

with mention: “gift aan LzG, ONG Oye LENA”  

met vermelding: “gift aan LzG, ONG Oye LENA”  

Oye LENA has 2 new godmothers! 

Natalie Freson and ex-volunteer Sally Witdouck thank you! 

  



But Oye LENA is looking for more godparents!  

Do you want to become a godparent to one of Oye LENA’s toddlers? 

If you do, you can offer a whole new future to a child for only a couple of eurocents a day. 
Thanks in advance! 

Godparents can let us know if they prefer to sponsor a boy or a girl, aged 3 or 4. 

When you become a godparent, you receive a picture and a drawing via e-mail (two weeks 
after the first donation). Most communication will happen via e-mail in order to keep costs 
down. If, however, you would like to receive regular mail on special occasions, you can leave 
us your address. 

If you do not want to send your godchild messages via mail or e-mail, that is no problem at 
all. If yes, you can do so in English. We will make sure a translation is available. However, 
keep in mind that our children are still very young. A nice picture will do more than a long 
letter. Also, do not forget that it can take a while before your letters arrive in Peru. If you 
want to avoid long waiting times, it is also possible to send an e-mail. We will make sure 
your e-mail gets printed and given to the child. You can send your e-mail to 
oyelena.peru@gmail.com. 

The postal address is: 

ONG OYE LENA (Stefanie Van Erps) 
Oficina oficial de correos de Curahuasi, Curahuasi, Abancay, Apurimac, Peru  

It is also possible for you to come and visit the project and your godchild, just tell us in 
advance if you want to come over. 

In order to make sure payments go as smoothly as possible, it is best to use a standing order. 
That way, you automatically deposit a fixed amount into our bank account (a minimum of 
€10 = €0.30 a day). Oye LENA has a Belgian bank account:  

BE28 06889753 0620  

BIC: GKCCBEBB 

The money is not destined to your individual godchild, but will be used for EVERY child on 
the project, for: 

 buying food and drinks. The children receive a free lunch, fruit, a snack and drinks 
every day; 

 financing visits to the doctor’s, where the children receive free treatment and 
medication; 

 buying toys and educational materials; 
 celebrating birthdays and other festivities: cake and presents! 

If you wish to stop being a godparent, you can do so anytime. You only have to send us an   
e-mail and cancel your standing order. We will also keep you up to date with all the latest 
developments of the project and your godchild! 

Lots of love, The Oye LENA – team  

mailto:oyelena.peru@gmail.com


 


